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When Government drawings,  specifications,  or other data are 
used for any purpose other than in connection with a definitely related 
Government procurement operation, the United States Government 
thereby incurs no responsibility nor any obligation whatsoever.: and 
the fact that the Government may have formulated, furnished,  or in 
any way supplied the said drawings,   specifications,  or other data,  is 
not to be regarded by implication or otherwise as in any manner 
licensing the holder or any other person or corporation,  or conveying 
any rights or permission to manufacture, use,  or sell any patented 
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ABSTRACT 

■ 

The objective of this study is to design, build, and calibrate a 
hysieresigraph for plotting magnetization curves of small cylindrical 
rod samples of dilute fine particle magnets.    The magnetization of the 
sample and the field near its surface are measured with a set of bal- 
anced sensing coils.    The voltages induced in these coils when the mag- 
netic field is slowly changed are amplified and integrated electronically 
by means of two operational amplifiers (Miller integration),  whose 
outputs drive an X-Y recorder. 

The instrument must record hysteresis loops at peak field strengths 
up to 20, 000 Oe with the expected values of coercive forces ranging 
from 100 to 10, 000 Oe.    The peak induction values may be expected to 
be in the range from 300 to 22, 000 Gauss. 

The instrument has been used to measure hysteresis loops of 
various permanent r.iagnets,  and coercive forces of powdered rare 
earth-cobalt alloys which are under development as new magnetic 
materials. 
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SECTION I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.    HYSTERESIS LOOPS AND MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

Hysteresis loops provide essential information which quantitative- 
ly describe the properties of ferromagnetic materials as indicated in 
Figure 1.   Consequently the measurement of hysteresis loops consti- 
tutes one of the major tasks in the development of magnetic materials. 
Reference to Figure 1 also shows that there are two ways of plotting 
hysteresis loops.    In one version,   loop (a),  the magnetic induction B 
(measured in Gauss) is plotted as a function of the exciting field H 
(measured in Oersted).    In this form the hysteresis loop is most use- 
ful to the engineer engaged in the design of magnetic circuits.    In the 
other version,  loop (b),   the intrinsic induction,   4TTM (in Gauss) is plotted 
versus the field H (in Oersted).    M,  the magnetization or the magnetic 
moment per unit volume is measured in ÜIBB, = \-jr Gauss and is related 
to the induction B by the equation cm" 

B = H + 4TTM (1) 

Since the magnetization M and the coercive force  *HC are closely re- 
lated to the microscopic properties of the material,   47rM versus H plots 
are most important to the physicist engaged in research and development 
of magnetic materials. 

The data for plotting hysteresis loops were previously obtained by 
a point-by-point measurement method which was tedious and time- 
consuming.    For this reason instruments known as hysteresigraphs 
for drawing B versus H loops automatically were developed. 

2.    SPECIFIC AIM OF PROJECT 

The hysteresigraph to be described here was exclusively devel- 
oped for plotting 4TTM versus H loops.    None of the hysteresigraphs 
reported in the literature were readily adaptable for this use,  nor were 
*hey commercially available.    Furthermore,  the particular application 
of this instrument created additional design problems which are not 
characteristic of those reported in the literature (References  1 - 4). 
This new type of hysteresigraph is used in an extensive research program 
conducted at the Air Force Materials Laboratory,   aimed at finding new 
„naterials for possible use as permanent magnets (Reference 5).    One 
phase of this program deals with the systematic evaluation of the mag- 
netic properties of crystal ^nisotropy-controlled powder magnets of the 
rare earth-cobalt intermetallic compounds YCoc,   SmCo^,   Co (Ce-rich 
mischmetal) C05 and others.    A large number of samples arc to bo 
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tested which are typically 15mm long x 11mm diameter, and only a 
small packing fraction (typically 5 v/o) is active magnetic material. 

B [GAUSS] 

4»M [GAUSS]   r(o)Bv».H 

DEMAGNETIZATION 
CURVES 

(b)4rMv*.H 

/(SATURATION) 

MC ' "8 
/       —— H [OERSTED] 

/'   MHCJtBHC(C0ERCIVE F0RCES) 

'/ B»H + 4«-M 

Figure 1.    Typical Hysteresis Loops (a) B Versus H Loop 
(b) 4wM Versus H Loop 

I 

Thus the new hysteresigraph has to be capable of plotting 4irM versus 
H loops of extremely "weak" magnets, but also dense and "strong" 
magnets. 

3.   DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS 

Because of the wide scop 3 of the entire program the specifications 
for this instrument were rather severe.    The design specifications 
were as follows: 

a)        Obtain 4irM versus H loops of dilute,  i. e., weak magnets 
which permit one to measure coercive forces     H   over the 
range of 100-10,000 Oe at H   «30,000 Oe.    Tne expected 
range of 47rMg = Bg = 6000 -21, 500 Gauss for the magnetic 
portion of the sample which is present at packing fractions 
of«5%.    The values of     Hc should be readable to + 5 Oe. 
Measurement of the small 4trM signals may be highly inac- 
curate (+ 25%). 

2. 
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b)        Obtain 4vM versus H loops for dense magnets, having packing 
fractions of 30-100%, with high accuracy for the H-measuremeni 
(+ 5 Oe) as well as the 4irM-measurement (4; 20 G).   From 
these curves B versus H loops are to be derived and the energy 
product determined. 

3. 
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SECTION II 

BASIC CONCEPTS OF MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS 

The quantities B and H are conveniently found by measuring the 
induced voltage in a coil.    The instantaneous voltage, e,  induced in a 
coil of N turns, when the magnetic flux <f> is changing, is given by 
Faraday's law as 

d<f> -8 
e = - N^-C-. x 10        volts (2) 

dt 

Faraday's law holds whether the coil is stationary and the flux changes 
or the coil is moved through a uniform but time invariant field.   The 
flux change is found by integrating Equation (2) as 

*--#!£-. ) 

which con be written as 
g 

A*=  *,-*2=-£-/t
t£edt (4) 

The change in flux density B is obtained from Equation (4) as 

A<p 108 

* """"'S 
where A is the cross-sectional area of the test sample in cm2.    It 
follows from Equation (5) thatAB is determined if / edt can be measured. 

A<p 108 rtz 

The classical instrument for performing the integration /edt is 
the ballistic galvanometer.    Commercial flux meters differ from the 
basic ballistic galvanometer on account of their much heavier electrical 
damping,  the torque compensation of their moving coil suspension,  and 
their portability. 

B versus H loops can be measured with such a flux meter when it 
is used in a circuit as shown in Figure 2.    In this arrangement the 
ring-shaped test sample of magnetic material carries two windings. 
The primary winding (P) is connected to an adjustable constant current 
supply and the secondary winding (S) is connected to a flux meter.    The 
field strength H is calculated from the relation 

4wNi 
H =   (6) 

10 x L 

where N is the number of turns on the primary winding,   'i1 is the current 
as measured by the ammeter A,  and L is the mean magnetic path length. 
When H is suddenly changed from one value to another, the resulting 
change in B induces a voltage in the secondary winding which according 

4. 
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to Equation (5) is proportional to the change in B,   For a detailed 
description of the methods which are commonly used to establish enough 
points from which a B versus H loop can be drawn, the reader is 
referred to Reference 6.   The disadvantage«-  some of which have been 
pointed out in Section I» have led to the development of hysteresigraphs 
for plotting B versus H loops. 

MXWSTABLf 
CONSTANT 
CURRENT 
SUPPLY 

-RING SAMPLE 

-vwÄ- 
FLUX 

METER 

Figure 2.   Basic Circuit for Measuring B Versus H Loops of Ring 
Shaped Samples 

Most of the hysteresigraphs for the measurement of B versus H 
loops are built around the basic diagram shown in Figure 3.    From an 
inspection of this diagram it is seen that the field intensity H is meas- 
ured   in terms of the voltage e„ which is developed by the exciting 
current and applied to the X-axis of the recorder.    The induction B is 
measured by applying the induced voltage e    to the integrator and 

/ 
eßdt to the Y-axis of the recorder. 

B 

INTEGRATOR 

RING SAMPLE 

I- 
/ o 

Y-AXIS 

X-AXIS 
-O 

X-Y 
RECORDER 

+   eH     - 
*—VWV—1-- 

CURRENT 
IREGULATOR) 

Figure 3.   Simplified Schematic of Hysteresigraph for the Meas- 
urement of B Versus H Loops 

This system as it stands is not suitable for rapid testing of large 
numbers of test specimens, because of the time required to machine 

5. 
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and wind each ring.   Furthermore, large field intensities as are re- 
quired for testing permanent magnets cannot be produced by the pri- 
mary winding, as the necessary number of turns or the required cur- 
rent become prohibitively large.   Consequently hard magnetic materials 
are being tested in strong and homogeneous fields of the order of 
10-20 kOe which can easily be produced between the pole caps of electro- 
magnets, thus necessitating cylindrical rod samples rather than ring 
samples.   Under these circumstances the measurement of the field 
intensity H becomes more difficult because the H field between the pole 
caps will be disturbed by the sample's own stray field, known as the 
demagnetizing field.    The H field referred to in Equation (1) is the true 
internal field Hj of the sample and not the applied field Ha.    These two 
fields differ from each other by the sample's demagnetizing field Hj 
according to the relation 

Hj = Ha - Hd 

The demagnetizing field is given by 
Hd = DM 

(7) 

(8) 

where D is the demagnetizing factor and M is the magnetization of the 
sample.    The demagnetizing factor is well defined for ellipsoids;   for 
other sample geometries in which M is not uniform throughout, the 
demagnetizing factor is not an exact concept.    In practice, average 
values of O are ascribed to the various geometries in order to indicate 
the magnitude of the internal field (Reference 7). 

4 

MAGNET 
COIL 

POLE^ 
CAP 

* ,.fw 
» 

MAGNET 
COIL 

-H COIL 

/ 
\ 

^POLE       ■ 
CAP I    \ '-BCOIL    x 

SAMPLE 

•« -YOKE 

■:}- 

Figure 4.   Schematic Arrangement for Measuring Surface B and 
H Fields of Rod Samples 

If M is to characterize the material properties independently of 
sample shape or size,  4wM must be plotted as a function of Hj and not 
Ha.    It is thus necessary either to correct mathematically for the 
demagnetizing factor or to try to measure Hi directly.    The first 
method can be applied to ellipsoidal samples but becomes questionable 
for cylindrical rods.    Thus, for cylindrical rods, Hj should be meas- 
ured directly.    Since it is impossible to measure Hj by placing a probe 

6. 
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within the sample, another alternative makes use of the fact that the 
tangential component of the H field goes unchanged through the interface 
of two substances.    This follows from Maxwell's equations in the elec- 
tromagnetic field theory (Reference 7).    Thus in the center of the rod 
length where the tots1 H is tangent to the surface, the field in the air 
just outside the sample is identical »vith the H field in the material.   A 
schematic for measuring the surface B and H fields of rod samples in 
an electromagnet is shown in Figure 4. 

Utilization of a coil arrangement consisting of a B coil and an 
annular H coil to be described later in Section III, makes it possible 
to measure these fields quite accurately in terms of the induced voltages 
eg and ejj respectively.    If each of these induced voltages is applied 
to its own integrator and recorder channel, the result is a hysteresigraph 
for plotting B versus H loops of rod samples as shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5.    Elementary Hysteresigraph for Plotting B Versus H 
Loops of Rod Samples 

To plot 4TTM versus H loops of rod samples requires that the annular 
H coil and the B coil be interconnected and matched to measure 4TTM= 
B-H. 
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SECTION in 

THEORY OF HYSTERESIGRAPH 

1.    SCHEMATIC OF A HYSTERESIGRAPH 

From the development of the previous section a tentative schematic 
of a hysteresigraph for plotting 4irM versus H loops can be Hrawn as 
shown in Figure 6.    Whereas the system of Figure 6 is in principle 
straightforward, its realization is not, because of problems arising from 
the measurement of 4TTM and problems arising from the application of 
this system to weak permanent magnets. 

1 
<B-H) 

4 

INTEGRATORS n 

-ox 

RECORDER 

-OY 

Figure 6.    Elementary Hysteresigraph for Plotting 4*M Versus 
H Loops 

Since 4TTM cannot be measured directly,   its determination hinges 
on the ability to measure the "true" B and H fields on the surface of 
the sample.    The design and calibration of a coil arrangement capable 
of producing voltages proportional to H,  B and B-H contributes the 
most important,  and as it turns out,  the most difficult part of the en- 
tire hysteresigraph construction. 

2.    SENSING COILS 

The coil arrangement of the hysteresigraph shown in Figure 6 
consists of two coils referred to as the annular H coil and the B coil 
and used for the measurement of the B and H fields on the surface of 
the sample.    If these two coils are interconnected in series opposition, 

.8 
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a voltage proportional to 4irM is obtained according to the relation 

4irM = B - H (9) 

H is here the internal field H^, which is reasonably well represented 
by the field near the surface of the sample as measured by our coll. 
B is the magnetic induction of the sample induced by the H field.    The 
annular H coil if formed from two individual windings, having identical 
numbers of turns N   ,  referred to as outer H winding (Ho) and inner 
H winding (Hi) respectively,  as shown in Figure 7.    If these two coils 
are connected in series opposition,  the voltage induced in them is 
given by d 

!H = e Ho Hi dt 
(XHo - XHi) (10) 

where 4t (XHo) and 4r (XHi) are the time rate of change of the flux linkages 
of the Ho and Hi windings respectively.    Since in general X=N#=NBA 
and for a uniform field in air B=H,  Equation (10) can be written as 

d 
eH = " dt 

H(Ao - Ai)N. H (ID 

where Ao and Ai are the cross-sectional areas of the Ho and Hi windings 
respectively,  and Nu are the number of turns each of the Ho and Hi 
windings.   It is seen from Equation (11) that the terminal voltage of the 
annular H coil in Figure 7 is proportional to the change in flux linkages 
through the annulus formed by the two windings,  and can therefore be 
used to measure the H field at the surface of the sample. 

B-COIL 

SAMPLE 

OUTER H-WINDING (Ho) 

INNER H-WINDING (Hi) 

Figure 7.    Arrangement of Sensing Coils for Measuring Surface B 
and H Fields of Rod Samples 

The B field is sensed by measuring the flux through the sample 
with a coil referred to as B coil, which is closely wound to the sample 
surface.    The induced voltage in the B coil is given by 

eB = 
d 
dt 

[NBASB + NB(AB - A ) H] (12) 

9. 
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rearranging 
d 

e„ = - ^-[NBAS(B-H)+NBABH] (13) 

where Nß is the number of turns of the B coils, Ag is the cross-sectional 
area of the sample, and Aß is the average cross-sectional area of a 
turn of the B winding. 

When the B and annular H coils are interconnected in series opposition, 
we have from Equations (11) and (13) 

e(B-H) = " "dT [NBAs(B-H)+NBABH-NH(Ao - Ai)H] (14) 

If the two coils are balanced such that 

NBABH = NH(Ao - Ai)H (15) 

or 
NBAB = NHAH (16) 

where Ajj=(Ao-Ai) is the average annular area between a pair of turns 
of the H coil,  Equation (14) becomes 

e(B-H) ■ " TT [NBAS<B-H>1 (»> 

e(B-H) = '-^tNBAS(4,rM)1 <18> 

and finally after integration 

e(B-H)     = _ NBAs(47rM) (19) 

The requirement of equal area-turns of the annular H coil and B coil 
expressed in Equation (16) is very difficult to realize initially in actual 
coil winding,  and it is therefore necessary to arrange the individual 
windings in such a way that they can be compensated afterwards. 

3.    ELECTRONIC INTEGRATION 

The integration of   /erjdt and   je. Mdt is performed by two inte- 
grating operational amplifiers commonly referred to as Miller integrators. 
The term,  operational amplifier,  is a generic term applied to amplifiers 
whose gain functions are such as to enable them to perform certain 
mathematical operations such as summation,  differentiation,  integration, 
and others.    This outstanding versatility of operational amplifiers is 
obtained from the application of negative feedback.    It is recalled from 
circuit theory that negative feedback in general tends to improve gain 
stability and linearity,  to reduce output impedance,  and in some con- 
figurations to increase the input impedance.    But the extent to which 
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closed loop performance is improved depends on the magnitude of loop 
gain (Reference 8).    Another useful property of negative feedback which 
is the basis of all operational amplifier technology is that with enough 
gain,  the closed loop anplifier characteristics become a function of only 
the feedback components.    This can be shown by analyzing the general 
operational amplifier shown in Figure 8.    Applying Kirchhoff1 s current 
law to the summing point,   yields 

*1 = ii ' H (20) 

or 
(ej-e«  )Yl = e€Yi + (e€   - eQ)Y£ (21) 

rewrite and solve for eQ: 

ee(Y1 + Yt + Yf) 
e   = 

o 
(22) 

however,  the nominal gain A is defined as 

A = (23) 

rSUMMING POINT 

AMPLIFIER 
GAIN A 

Figure 8„    General Operational Amplifier 

and the resultant gain with feedback is 
eo 

A, = f       e 1 
(24) 

Using these relations in Equation (21) results in 

Af = 

(Y1 + Yi + Yf> * 1 (25) 

or 
<Y1 + Yi + Yf> Af 

(26) 

11. 
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solving for Af . v   + Y   + V Y 
i        1       £   , 1 

A [1 ( * )J    = i (27) 
A Yf Yf 

or Y 

A - -    ' ' 
Yt    1 _ j_ ,Yi + Y. * Y

f) 
<28) 

'    A Y£ 
finally: Y 

1 
Af = 

Y                    1             1        Y   +Y (29) 
1 (_i 1_) 

A A Yf 

or equivalently: 
Z, 

A£=-_L 
Zj 1 Z    + Z 1 (30) 

1 (Zf —i L_)  _ 
A ~      Z1ZJ A 

Since Zj is always large,   Z^lO^ß in some designs,  we may assume 
infinite input impedance, then 

Af=.A i  
Zj 1 Zf 1 (31) 

A Z A 

so that Equation (31) can be considered an exact expression for the 
closed loop gain of the general operational amplifier circuit shown in 
Figure 8.    Some important results can be obtained from this expression 
as will be developed subsequently. 

To begin with,  let A—00 in Equation (31), which then reduces to 

Zf 
Af «  (32) 

Zl 

This means that as long as ee is negligibly small (which is implied by 
A—GO), the gain is solely dependent on the ratio of the impedances 
Zf/Zj.    If Equations (24) and (32) are combined,  the resulting expression 
can be written in the form 

e   = 
o [ZfYjJej (33) 

12. 
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This expression is very important, as it contains the explanation of the 
name "operational amplifier" which has been applied to the circuit of 
Figure 8. 

So far in the development leading to Equation (33) no conditions 
had been imposed as to the nature of the potentials.    Consequently the 
impedance functions that appear in the equations are functions of the 
general differential operator p(=d/dt).    As a matter of fact,  the foregoing 
development has actually been a manipulation of the controlling differential 
equation relating the output potential to the input potential,  and Equation (33) 
is the approximate form of this controlling differential equation.    If in 
the special case the applied potential is sinusoidal,  then p(=d/dt) is re- 
placed by jw; Z^ and Y    are functions of jw and e    and e. become E_ 
and Ej,   respectively,  where Ej and EQ are the complex amplitudes of 
the input and output potentials (Reference 9).    In this case the steady 
state relations of Equation (33) is the 

Eo = ZfYlEl (34) 

Equation (32) permits a very convenient approximate circuit to be 
drawn of the operational amplifier.    This approximate circuit is given 
in Figure 9.    The use of the expression "virtual ground" emphasizes 
the fact that the presence of feedback forces the voltage ee to zero. 
This is symbolized by drawing a short from the summing point to 
ground; no current actually flows through this short, however. 

Ä h h f\ 

1 1 

+       — ■♦'l  *if •i 

e. 1 ec 

iN=0 
1 1 

n \J 

Figure 9.    Approximate Equivalent Circuit of Operational Amplifier 

If the impedance elements in the circuit of Figure 9 are selected 
as shown in Figure 10,  then ZJSRJ and Z, is the operational expression 
of Z£=l/C,p, where p(=d/dt) is the time-derivative operator and (1/p) 
denotes integration with respect to time. 

An application of Equation (32) requires that 

1 
e   = - o 

VfP 
13. 
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which is 

eo = 

RlCf 

1        r*  /      e dt (36) 

This shows that the output potential is related to the integral of the 
input potential. 

O JWMr 

e, I 
'NS0 

Cf 

Figure 10.    Approximate Equivalent Circuit of Integrating Opera- 
tional Amplifier 

If we substitute Z, = R. and Zf = 1/C p into Equation (31) we obtain 

1 f i V 
RlCfp 

1 - 
1 

(1 + 
1 

or 
RlcfP 

) 

Af = 
1 + (1 - A) RjCfP 

Equation (38) becomes then an exact expression for the closed loop 
gain of the integrating operational amplifier shown in Figure 11. 

R,                                          Cf 

0 /V*AM/— -* 1 (- 

(37) 

(38) 

Figure 11.    Integrating Operational Amplifier Circuit 
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Additional insight of operational amplifier characteristics is obtained 
by considering the current in the feedback element i, in Figure 11. 
From inspection of this circuit,  i, is given by 

\ = 
<e<   - eo> e«(l - A) 

(39) 

where 

z' = 

Obviously, nothing would be changed at the input of the amplifier if the 
impedance Z, were shunted between the summing point and ground, 
since the same currents would still flow; this is shown in Figure 12. 

z, 

z' = f     l-A 

Figure 12.    Equivalent Circuit of General Operational Amplifier 

The only requirement is that A is known.    If we substitute Z  =R    and 
Z,= l/Cp as was done previously,  another equivalent circuit of tire 
integrating operational amplifier is obtained as shown in Figure 13. 
This particular equivalent circuit is extremely useful for calculating 
the integrator performance.    The fact that a capacitor C, located 
between the input and output terminals of an amplifier has the same 
effect on the amplifier as a capacitor (l-A)C   shunted between input and 
ground,  is known as the Miller effect (Reference 10),    It is for this 
reason that the integrating operational amplifier shown in Figure 11 is 
often referred to as Miller integrator.    The closed loop gain of the 
Miller integrator shown in Figure 13 is found by recognizing that 

 1 
"l      Cfp(l - A) 
 j  (40) e«   = 

Rl + 

Cfp(l - A) 
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or ec  = 
1 + (1 - A) R^p 

(41) 

and e   =Ae«   = 
Ae, 

1 + (1 - A) RjCfp 
(42) 

and finally 

f cl 1 + (1 - A) R^p 
(43) 

which is the same result as that obtained from an analysis of Figure 11; 
hence circuits shown in Figures 11 and 13 are equivalent. 

R. 

+ ♦ [\ 
ß Cf(l-A)1 r      e* 

A^b— f\ Bl \r + 

o—  < I— I 
\s e°_ 
 0 

Figure 13.   Equivalent Circuit of Miller Integrator 

An interesting comparison can now be made between the integrating 
circuit shown in Figure 14 (Reference 11) and the Miller integrator 
shown in Figure 13.   It is apparent that the input circuit of the equivalent 
Miller integrator is of the same form as the passive integrator of 
Figure 14, hence the Miller integrator can be treated as if it were a 

e. 

o- 

R 
-VWvV- 

(a) 

|+        e,      i + RCp 
Czz e, 

k e, 
i 

l + Tp 

WHERE T = RC*TIME CONSTANT 

(b) 

Figure 14.   Passive Integrating Circuit 
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passive integrator.   It is also seen that the use of a feedback capacitor, 
that is the use of a negative feedback, around an operational amplifier 
has effectively increased the time constant by a factor (1-A) and the 
same time multiplied the output of the integrating network by the factor A. 

4. ANALYSIS OF INTEGRATOR ERROR 

If a step input voltage E. is applied to the passive integrator of 
Figure 14, the output response with no initial charge on the capacitor 
is given by 

eo = El(l- •V 

-t 
"RX 

e        ) 
(44) 

Since the equivalent Miller integrator of Figure 13 is of the same 
form, we have analogously 

-t 
(45) 

e0   =AEl(l-e   (1 ' A)RIC*   , 

or 

eQ = AEj(l - e 

t 
T 

) 
(46) 

where T=(1-A)R  C, is the effective time constant of the equivalent Miller 
circuit.   After expansion of the exponential Equation (46) becomes 

.2 
= A E. 

t 
[1 ] (47) 

It is seen from Equation (47) that the integrator output voltage begins to 
change linearly with time at a rate equal to AE,/T , which corresponds 
to correct integration of the input step.    With increasing integrating time 
the output voltage deviates more and more from the ramp function given 
by the first term of Equation (47) and tends to approach AE. as a limit 

CORRECT 
INTEGRATION 

i£«tr* 15.    Integration of a Step Function 
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as shown in Figure 15.   It should be noted that the amplifier saturates 
long before any appreciable deviation from the initial slope occurs» see 
Section IV.   The resulting integrator error is given by the second term 
of Equation (47).   The absolute value of this error is 

2 

j«|<AEl—, 
2T 

(48) 

and the percentage error 

c(%)<   2       x 100 (49) 

AEjt2 

2   2 x 10 
AEjt 

T 

„     t       x 100 < 50 t «(%)<     *      x 10° <    50 t (50) 

So if the integrated output voltage is required to be within «% of the 
true integral AE.t, the integration time must be limited to 

t<^j- (51) 

Equation (48) does not account for any errors as a result of stray 
pickups, drift, and noise which may be introduced at the summing 
junction or generated within the amplifier. 

18. 
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SECTION IV 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE HYSTERESIGRAPH 

1. RECORDER AND AMPLIFIERS 

The material presented in Section III forms the basis of the actual 
design and construction of the instrument.    Since the operational 
amplifiers and the X-Y recorder are purchased parts, the actual design 
consists basically of determining the integrating networks and the 
calculation, winding and balancing of the sensing coils.   Following this 
the system can be assembled and its performance checked and com- 
pared with the specifications of this application.    The X-Y recorder, 
a Moseley Model 7000 A "Autograf", was already available, and no 
further consideration is needed.    The amplifiers were selected on the 
basis of large open loop gain, low noise, and low offset.   Among the 
large variety of available types, two Philbrick Model SP 656, chopper 
stabilized amplifiers having an open loop gain of |A| = 5x10? were 
selected for the integrators. 

2. DETERMINATION OF INTEGRATING NETWORKS 

The noise generated within the amplifier is one of the parameters 
determining the lower limit of the input signals which may be integrated 
and amplified.    For the amplifiers selected, the noise referred to the 
input is lOfjL Volts peak-to-peak.    The minimum input signal which could 
be tolerated was somewhat arbitrarily set at 100/x. Volts. 

Assuming a step input to the integrator of 100/x. Volts, we have 
from Equation (47) for correct integration 

A 
e   = 

o 
(1 - A)RC 

el^2 " V 

If we let A/(1-A)RC = 100 and if the total integration time were 10 
seconds,  then 

-3 
e    = 100 x 0. 1 x 10      x 10 = 0. 1 Volts 

o 

Since the recorder has 0. 5m Volt/inch deflection on the most sensitive 
range,  adequate deflection is assured under these conditions. 

An effective gain of 100 can easily be realized by letting R=10K 
and C=l/if,  then 

A 100A 
A 

eff        (1-A) 104xl0-6 (1 -A) 
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and since A=5xl0   and A is negative, then A/1-A&-1 and A ..»-100. 

The flux linkage sensitivity is determined from a consideration of 
the magnetic characteristics of the sample and the characteristics of 
the electromagnet in which the samples are tested.    From Faraday's 
law of induction J . 

9 -8 
e = - N     x   10 Volts (2) 

dt 

Since dp/dt depends on how fast the applied field is changed from 
H    J+) to H      J[-).   A minimum time of 10 seconds was considered 
a realistic value, consistent with the inductance-limited reversal time 
of the electromagnet and the response of the recorder, then from 
Equation (2) 

-8 
eAt = - NA£ x 10" Volt-sec 

or _g 
edt = - Nd?X10 Volt-sec 

Using the minimum voltage of lOOfi Volts as determined before,  the 
equivalent flux linkage sensitivity is then 

0. 1 x 10     x 10 = 1 m Volt-sec 

Assuming a coil of 500 turns, the equivalent flux change which is 
measurable with sufficient accuracy is then 

1 x 10"3 _6 

A/£ =          = 2jtVolt-sec = 2 x 10"     Weber 
500 

From the specifications of Section I, the minimum saturation value 
for the magnetic portion of the sample is approximately 4wM =B    = 
6000 Gauss, and the typical packing fraction is 5%.    The latter can 
be taken into account for the purpose of this calculation by assuming 
that we deal with a sample having the full saturation value of the massive 
magnetic material, but a cross section of only 5% of the actual composite 
area,  hence 

A ' =      x  A    =      x    ——        (1. 1cm)2 = 0.048cm2 

3 100 S      100 4 
The peak-to-peak flux change is then 

Ap= z4>o = 2A ' x B    = 2 x 0. 048 x 6 x 103 = 575 Maxwell = 5. 75 x 
S 5 S 

-6 
10 Weber 

Comparing this value with the theoretical value obtained from the 
amplifier characteristics,  it is seen that a flux linkage sensitivity of 
lm Volt-sec is more than adequate to measure 4wM   of low induction 
materials. 
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To measure peak-to-peak values of MHC*100 Oe at applied fields 
of H =15, 000 Oe, assume an area for the annular H coil of 1. 8 cm2, 
then 

or 

max 

A> = 2<t> =2x1.8x15x10   =54x 103  Maxwell 
max 

= 5.4x 10'' Weber 

Since the flux change as seen by the H channel is about 100 times that 
obtained c    he 4irM channel for the dilute samples, an effective gain of 
10 was considered adequate.    The corresponding values of R and C 
were found to be R=100 Kfland C=lfä. 

3.    INTEGRATOR PERFORMANCE 

Each integrating amplifier was calibrated by applying a known 
step input voltage to the amplifier input.    The amplifier output was 
connected to the Y-axis of the recorder.    The X-channel of the recorder 
was operating in the sweep mode, which was set at 100 sec /inch.   A 
step input E.  (+)=0. 59m Volts was applied while the amplifier was 
saturated atv    t(-).   With the recorder turned on, the integration 
time was measured from the time the amplifier became unsaturated. 
After the amplifier reached V    .(+)E     was reversed until the amplifier 
reached V    .(-) again.    One such cycle is shown on the graph of Figure 16. 
On the up-scale integration, the integration time was found to be 

t = 432 sec 

the calculated output for correct integration 

E   = AE.t = (100) (0.59 x 10~3) (432) = 25.48 Volts O in 

measured output from Figure 16 

E„ = 25.5 Volts o 

On the down-scale integr«.4 on the integration time was found to be 

t = 427 sec 

and the calculated output for correct integration 

Eo = (100) (0.59 x 10"3) (427) = 25.20 Volts 

the measured output from Figure 16 

E   = 25. 5 Volts 
o 

While on the up-scale integration the integrating error is <0.01%,  on 
the down-scale integration this error is approximately 1%. 
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This performance was considered quite satisfactory since it takes 
approximately 1 minute for plotting one complete 4irM versus H loop, 
after which the integrator is reset.   Figure 17 shows the response of 
one of the integrators to the same step input voltage but with different 
sweep speeds.   Again the observed integrating error is negligibly small. 

According to Equation (51) the theoretical integration time should 
be equal to or less than 1000 sec for an integration error of 0. 1%.    The 
deviation from this theoretical result must be attributed to drifts and 
noise in the amplifier. 

4.    COIL CONSTRUCTION 

In Section III we saw that the criteria for obtaining a voltage pro- 
portional to 4TTM from the annular H coil and the B coil was expressed 
by the relation 

NBAB " VH 

where AH=(A0-Aj) is the average area of the annular H coil.    This 
equation is difficult to satisfy because of rather large and unpredictable 
discrepancies which exist between the calculated area-turns of a coil 
and the area-turns obtained after the coil has been wound.    It is there- 
fore necessary to arrange the individual windings which make the 
annular H coil and B coil in such a way that the area-turns of one coil 
can be precisely adjusted to satisfy Equation (52).    Since Equation (52) 
requires also that the number of turns of the HQ and rL windings are 
equal, the annular H coil was chosen to be the coil whose individual 
turns as well as area-turns could be adjusted after completion of winding. 

A winding arrangement which could serve these purposes is shown 
schematically in Figure 18.    In this schematic the H. winding is wound 
on the bobbin core, followed by the B and H0 windings respectively.    The 
bottom layer of the H. winding and the top layer of the HQ winding are 
provided with additional turns which serve as the pull turns for compen- 
sation purposes. 

The physical dimensions of the bobbin were determined from the 
sample size, the number of turns and layers for a predetermined winding 
length and are shown in Figure 18.    In order to obtain adequate signal 
output from the coils,  500 turns for each of the three windings were 
chosen on the basis of the calculations in Section IV.    The free winding 
length was chosen to be 1/3 of the sample length.    This was the best 
compromise between the desired number of turns and a manageable 
wire size. 

The Hj and H0 windings were wound with #42 AWG Formvar wire 
and the B winding with #38 AWG Formvar.    The following winding data 
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Figure 18.    (a)   Cross Section of Coil Arrangement 
(b)   Coil Form 
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were obtained while actually winding the coils according to Figure 18: 

Inner H winding PL: 

total number of turns NTT.    =    480 

inside diameter Di 
= 13. 0 mm 

outside diameter Do = 14. 0 mm 

average diameter D = 13. 5 mm 

B winding: 

total number of turns NB 
= 470 

inside diameter Di = 14. 0 mm 

outside diameter Do = 17. 5 mm 

average diameter Dx, _ 15. 8 mm 

Outer H winding H o* 

total number of turns Nu      =    480 

inside diameter D^       =    20. 1 mm 

outside diameter D =    21. 1 mm 

average diameter D =    20.6 mm 

The effective area of the B winding is then 

Aß = —2— Dß    = .785 x 1.582 = 1.97cm2 

5.    COIL COMPENSATION 

After the coil was wound the detachable flange was removed from 
the coil form and the pull ends of the individual H windings were joined 
together to form the annular H coil.    The coil was then checked for 
unbalance at the center of a long solenoid and subjected to a 420 Hz 
ac-field having   H = 67. 5 Oe.    The initial unbalance between the max 
annular H coil and the B coil was found by measuring eR and eH individ- 
ually and eg_pj directly.    The RMS values of these voltages were 
EB = 1. 18 Volts,  EH=1.21 Wits and E(B_H)=28. 2 m Volts.    Since EH 
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exceeds Eß by 28. 2 m Volts or 2. 3% the excess number of H turns 
was found as 

excess NTT = 
2.3x480 

100 
11.0 turns 

After pulling 10 annular turns, E/jj_m was measured again, giving 
E/g_jx\ -" 0. 68 m Volts.    Because of obviously present stray-pickup 
voltages no further improvement was expected by this method.   Instead 
the coil was placed in the electromagnet and the compensation was 
checked in a slow changing dc-field using the hysteresigraph.    Without 
a magnetic sample in the coil, E/g_pjv = E^v*  = 0 and for a perfectly 
balanced coil,  the X-Y recorder should draw a straight line while the 
applied field is changing.    By setting the X-axis attenuator (H-channel, 
A ££=10) to 0.2 V/inch and the Y-axis attenuator (4TrM-channel A ££=100) 
to 0.02 V/inch,  the 47rM-channel is then 100 times as sensitive as the 
H-channel.    Under these conditions any remaining unbalance of equal 
area-turns is precisely readable on the X-Y plot.    The result is as 
shown in Figure 19. 

Y n 

UNDER 
♦ COMPENSATED 

i1OVER 
COMPENSATED 

Figure 19.    Remaining Coil Imbalance 

The error in area turns as obtained from the hysteresigraph is then 

0.2: 

*NA" «      0.02% 
12.5 x 100 

With Ng=470 turns this apparent error amounts to 

8NA = 0. 0002 x 470 « 0. 1 annular turn 

This compensation for equal area turns of the B and H coils was 
considered satisfactory and no further improvements were attempted. 

The area of the B coil can now be determined by placing the coil 
again in the same ac-field of the solenoid as before.    The voltage induced 
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in the B coil by an ac-field is given by 

g 
E = 4. 44 x f x NR x 4> x 10 Volts (53) D       max x    ' 

Since no iron is involved here, <f>        =AgxH and substituting numbers 
in Equation (53), we have 

1. 18 = 4. 44 x 420 x 470 x Aß x 67. 5 x 10'8 

if tiiis expression is solved for AR the result is 

1.18 
An ='        = 1.99crn 

B       .592 

By comparing the value for the area of the B coil obtained from the 
physical coil dimensions with fcuat obtained from the ac measurement, 
it is seen that they are in good agreement.    Since the annular H coil 
and the B coil are balanced with an error of approximately 0. 02% the 
area of the H coil is then,  A   =1. 99 cm^ also. 

ri 

To protect the coil from damage in everyday use,  the coil was 
inserted into a holding fixture and sealed on both ends with epoxy,   see 
Figure 21. 

The entire system was then wired according to the schematic shown 
in Figure 20. 
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SECTION V 

CALIBRATION OF THE HYSTERESIGRAPH 

1.    CALIBRATING PROCEDURE 

The calibrating procedure of the completely interconnected hys- 
teresigraph consists of separately calibrating the H and (B-H) coils. 
The calibration of the H coil was derived from the known applied field 
between the pole caps of the electromagnet.    The calibration of the 
(B-H) coil was derived from the known saturation magnetization 4wM8 

of a standard test sample of pure iron. 

2.    CALIBRATING THE H COIL 

A Rawson rotating coil Gaussmeter was used to meaturf. the applied 
field between the pole caps of the electromagnet which were separated 
by a distance equal to the coil length.    The electromagnet was then 
excited and cycled several times through a maximum field of either 
polarity.    The maximum field excursions in both the positive and 
negative directions were recorded and averaged out to get the peak-to- 
peak applied field.    Without changing the pole separations nor the exciting 
magnet current,  the Gaussmeter probe was now replaced by the coil 
assembly without a test sample and the magnet was again cycled.    Since 
it is under these conditions 4TTM=0, the hysteresigraph will then draw 
a straight line along the X-axis, which is now a measure of the peak- 
to-peak applied field. 

From the Rawson Gaussmeter the measured peak-to-peak field 
was 

H        = 33, 100 Oe 
P-P 

With the coil in the magnet and the recorder sensitivity set at X=0. 2 
V/inch a line 14.67" length was obtained as shown on Figure 22.    The 
calibration constant for the H field is now 

33, 100 
CH = 

14.67 x0.2 
11,280   I 1 

Oe 

VoltJ 

This completes the calibration of the H coil. 

3.    CALIBRATING THE (B-H) COIL 

The (B-H) coil was calibrated by recording hysteresis loops of a 
pure iron standard of accurately known dimensions and saturation 
magnetization value.    The number used for the latter is 4i»Mg=21, 510 
Gauss.   It was determined at the Air Force Materials Laboratory on 
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iron from the same piece, using a pull coil technique and fields up to 
50 kOe (Reference 12).    This number is considered more accurate 
than the often used literature value of 4wM =21, 580 (Reference 13). 
Placing this sample into the coil and cycling the applied field as de- 
scribed above resulted in the 4wM versus H plot shown in Figure 22. 
The Y- sensitivity of the recorder was set at 2 Volts/inch and the 
measured distance between the lines representing the peak-to-peak 
magnetization (2x4irMg) as found from Figure 19, was dM=7. 9 inches. 
The calibration constant for the 4irM - channel can now be determined as 

<• i»M 

2x21,510 r Gauss- 
           =    2720 

7.9x2 

[uauss-i 

Volt J 

If a sample under test has a cross-sectional area A   different from 
the cross-sectional area Ag of the iron standard, the new magnetization 
constant is then 

'4TTM 
Gauss 

'4irM A', 

[uauss   -i 

Volt    J 

where As is the cross-sectional area of the standard. 

For the test samples used here, A   =1.00 cm' hence, 

'4TTM 

2720 

1.000 

2720 r Gauss 
    = 2400 
1. 132 

[uauss -j 

Volt J 
0.882 

Thi i completes the calibration of the (B-H) coil. 

4.    OVERALL ACCURACY 

The accuracy of the instrument is determined by the accuracy of 
the quantities which were used for its calibration.    The accuracy of 
4wM    of the high purity iron sample is estimated at a few tenths of 1%. 
The accuracy of H is determined by the _+ 1% accuracy of the Rawson 
rotating coil Gaussmeter.    The overall accuracy oi the entire hysteresi- 
graph is then estimated at about 1%. 
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SECTION VI 

OPERATION OF THE HYSTERESIGRAPH 

The only preliminary work prior to drawing 4wM versus H loops 
consists of eliminating the drift by means of the offset adjustment 
provided for each amplifier.   An initial warm-up period of about 20 
minutes is required to stabilize the amplifier outputs before these 
adjustments can be made.    Thereafter only occasional readjustments 
are necessary.   Following this procedure and with the coil and sample 
positioned between the pole caps, the magnet can now be excited.    Before 
bringing the recorder pen into writing position, the applied f* '* is 
cycled several times to allow adjustment of the proper 4iriw T 

scales on the recorder attenuator.    Upon completion of a £«. ial 
cycles, the integrating capacitors are discharged and the pe-i is 
brought into writing position, and the 4wM versus H loops can be 
recorded. 

Once a complete loop is drawn the coordinate axis can be estab- 
lished and 47TM =B    and wHc can be evaluated using the calibration 
constants given in Section V.    Examples of drawn 4wM versus H loops 
are shown in Figures 23 through 25. 
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SECTION VII 

SUMMARY 

1. SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS CONTRIBUTION 

The hysteresigraph described in this paper was designed to plot 
4nM versus H loops of dilute fine particle permanent magnets.   As 
such, this instrument has made valuable contributions toward the eval- 
uation of magnetic properties of materials. 

The fact that specialized instruments of this nature are not avail- 
able on the commercial market places the burden on the individual 
investigator to design and build his own test equipment.    To assist 
other investigators in this field,  this paper has been presented as a 
case study of a hysteresigraph design.    The novel feature of this par- 
ticular instrument is the coil arrangement which allows the measurement 
of the B - and H fields at the surface of cylindrical samples.   As a 
result the instrument described here is not limited to drawing 4TTM 

versus H loops, but can also be adapted to plot B versus H loops of 
cylindrical samples.   Among all hysteresigraphs which have come to 
the attention of the writer, only the one reported by Cioffi (Reference 1) 
can be used to plot B versus H loops of rod samples.    However, the 
technique used there is quite different and much more involved than the 
one used here.    In addition, the instrument described here uses only 
"off the shelf" items, with the exception of the coil.    The necessary 
flexibility for designing an instrument for a particular application is 
thus preserved. 

The main objective of this particular application was the evaluation 
of j^Hc of large numbers of fine particle permanent magnets.    This 
objective has been accomplished quite satisfactorily,  since over 200 
samples have been tested thus far without difficulties. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

Experience with this instrument has shown that further studies 
are needed toward the improvement of long-time electronic integration. 
As was shown in Section IV, accurate integration is possible over time 
periods of 7-10 minutes.    This performance was more than adequate 
for this application.    However, more and more magnetic testing of hard 
magnetic materials is being done in superconducting solenoids which 
require up to 30 minutes or more to finish one complete cycle.    For 
this reason hysteresigraphs of the type discussed here or in the literature 
cannot be used with superconducting solenoids.   In this latter application, 
the sample sizes can be only a small fraction of the ones used at the 
Air Force Materials Laboratory,  thus necessitating much smaller 
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sensing coils.   Additional studies are therefore required regarding the 
sensitivity requirements. 

3.    FUTURE USE 

The development of the instrument described here has closed an 
existing gap in the available types of hysteresigraphs.    It is hoped 
that this instrument can serve as a basis for further developments 
Itfiding to an extension of its use to magnetic testing in superconducting 
rolenoids. 
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